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1. PERSONNEL 

Principal Investigator: Jian Chen, Ph.D., UL Lafayette 

Co-Investigators: Jennifer Lavergne, Ph.D., UL Lafayette, Ryan Benton, Ph.D., U.S.A. 

Graduate Students: Shaaban Abbady, Cheng-Yuan Ke, UL Lafayette 

2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY/ABSTRACT 

Objectives: The objective of this project is to develop an online mining framework for data 

streams. To accomplish this, we (a) developed scalable algorithms for processing large volumes 

of data for the mining of association rules over time frames, which address issues with data 

processing latency that results in data depreciating in value, (b) developed distributed batch 

processing algorithms for building a model using high-volume historical data available, (c) 

developed online distributed stream processing algorithms for continuously comparing fast 

incoming data with the model, and evaluating them to detect collective anomalies.  

Methods:  The methods used for association rule mining included new algorithms designed to 

allow Itemset tree to be built and queried in parallel distributed way on a MapReduce platform. 

An online sequence anomaly detection algorithm has been re-engineered to run on a streaming 

MapReduce platform that achieves high throughput and low latency. We also developed a 

JavaScript based visualization system to display interesting time series. In addition, we tested 

our approaches on different synthetic datasets and real-world datasets.   

Results: The MapReduce implementation of Itemset tree was able to generate accurate rules 

in less time than the sequential implementation. It has much higher scalability limited only by 

available processing power. The streaming framework built on the integration of multiple new 

big data technologies was able to achieve near real-time response to detecting anomalies. The 

throughput scales with available computing power. 

Conclusions: The proposed framework is promising for online association mining or online 

sequence-based anomaly detection applications. It is scalable so it is suitable for big data and at 

the same time is able to generate near real time response before the value of the output 

deprecates.  
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3. DIFFERENCE FROM CURRENT STATE OF ART 

3.1 Association Rules Mining 

3.1.1 Overview 

For many years organizations and government entities have collected large repositories data 

from their day to day workings. Hidden within the datasets are potentially highly desirable 

interesting correlations. An example of one of these would be correlations between certain 

purchase contracts and suspicious bidding practices. This can help the entity regulate bidding 

practices for certain contracts to minimize fraud.   

The process by which these hidden gems of information are discovered is referred to as 

Association Mining [Agrawal,1995][Agrawal,1996]. Association Mining processes large 

quantities of data, typically transactional, and returns strong correlations called Association 

Rules based upon the mathematical formulas for ranking occurrence. This process can be 

divided into two subtasks: (1) Mining frequent co-occurrences and (2) generating the strong 

correlations.  

 

Figure 1: Association Rule Mining 

3.1.1.1 Apriori 

An early method of finding association rules was the Apriori algorithm created by Agrawal et al. 

In this method, all possible combinations of itemsets are generated in a lattice-like pattern as 

seen in Figure 2. Given and itemset I = {i1, i2, i3, i4, i5}, a rule {i1, i3} => {i2, i4, i5}, and a database of 

size N, Support and Confidence are defined as:  

𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝐼) =  
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝐼)

𝑁
         (1) 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡({𝑖1,𝑖3})

𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝐼)
      (2) 

As the itemset combinations are generated, their support is calculated. If their support is less 

than a user-defined threshold called Minimum Support, or MinSup, then the pattern is kept as a 
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Candidate Itemset. Else, no other itemsets containing that exact itemset will be generated 

because they will only have support less than or equal to the support of I. Next, the association 

rules are generated. These are generated using a method where the itemset is broken apart 

into two separate sub-itemsets to make a rule and their Confidence calculated. The confidence 

calculation is defined as the support of the sub-itemset on the left-hand side of the rule divided 

by the support of the itemset itself. If the confidence is greater than or equal to another user 

defined threshold Minimum Confidence, or MinConf, then it is added to the Strong Rules set. 

This method can be cost prohibitive because of the generation of itemsets in the first step, but 

otherwise produces reliable results depending upon the proper selection of minSup and 

minConf [Agrawal,1995][Agrawal,1996].   

 

 

Figure 2: Apriori Lattice 

3.1.1.2 Targeted Association Mining 

Targeted Association Mining takes advantage of the fact that most users actually know what 

they want from a dataset. Using this knowledge, and a tree structure that represents the 

database itself, targeted association mining allows for not only faster querying times but also 

filtered results based upon what the user actually wants to see. This is unlike traditional 

association mining returns all strong rules [Lavergne, 2013][Kubat, 2006][Kubat, 2003]. 
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Figure 3: An itemset tree and its database 

Targeted association mining makes use of a tree index structure that contains all the 

information in the database. This tree is referred to as an Itemset Tree. An example of an 

itemset tree structure and the database that produced it can be seen in Figure 3. Using domain 

experts and their own common knowledge, we can create a list of items referred to the User 

Defined Interest Itemsets, or UDII. Using this list, we can query the tree structure and return all 

itemsets whose support is greater than or equal to minSup. These itemsets are called Frequent 

Itemsets. 

Figure 4: Association mining using the itemset tree 
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The rule generation sequence is similar to the Apriori version. Rules are generated and their 

confidence is calculated. This differs only in the manner that the support of the left-hand side is 

calculated. Instead of querying the whole database, the support is calculated using the itemset 

tree [Lavergne, 2013][Kubat, 2006][Kubat, 2003]. Figure 4 shows a high-level representation of 

the rule mining process using the itemset tree.   

3.1.2 Difference  

When mining rules, Association Rule Mining usually has to go through an entire dataset several 

times. Targeted association mining is faster, but a query traverses the whole tree before it’s 

able to move on to the next query. By distributing the tree into multiple subtrees, a query can 

run concurrently on the subtrees and return a list of itemsts with support > minSup in less time, 

allowing the next query to start. 

Table 1 Comparison of several association rule mining approaches 

Technique Description Advantages(+) /  Disadvantages (-) 

Apriori 
Traverses entire dataset to find 
itemsets and generate strong 

association rules. 

+ returns all strong association rules producible 
by the database 

- runs through the database many times and 
returns too many results. 

Targeted 
ARM 

Traverses an index tree structure to find 
filtered strong rules for the user 

+ returns filtered results of strong association 
rules 

- can only run one query over the whole tree at a 
time so takes longer. 

Distributed 
Targeted 

ARM 

Distributes the index tree structure to 
all  

+ returns filtered results of strong association 
rules and allows for faster querying of the tree. 

3.1.3 Proposed Approach  

Our target is to develop an algorithm which is compatible with distributed system and able to 

handle with streaming data so that we can combine the association rule mining with our 

anomaly detection Spark system. 

Therefore, in order to create a parallel and distributed application for association mining, we 

chose PFP as our new algorithm’s basic structure because it allows each node work 

independently to maximize the efficiency of a distributed system but also able to keep their 

tree structures. 

On the other hand, the relationships we want to retrieve are between anomalous records and 

others in the same time period. Therefore, the tree structure will have to be modified 

constantly when dealing with data streaming, which is the strength of Dynamic Itemset Tree 

that can execute prune and insertion operation in constant time. 
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To combine these two different algorithms and maintain their strengths, our project design is to 

reference the code structure of PFP and replace the FP-tree part with Dynamic Itemset Tree.  

 

Figure 5: The tree from figure 3 distributed for search 

3.2 Collective Anomaly Detection 

3.2.1 Overview 

Anomalies or outliers can be defined as those observations that deviate from the rest 

observations to an extent that makes suspicion they were generated by a different mechanism 

[Aggarwal, 2015]. We will use both words anomalies and outliers interchangeably. Anomaly 

detection is interesting because they usually translate to significant or critical real life entities, 

e.g. network intrusion, fraudulent credit card transaction or failure in the operational system. 

Anomaly detection is widely used in many application areas such as intrusion detection, sensor 

event detection, medical diagnosis, law enforcement, and credit card fraud. 

Outliers can be classified into three categories: Point outliers, contextual outliers, and collective 

outliers [Han, 2011]. The Point (or global) outliers deviate significantly from all the rest of data. 

Contextual-, or conditional- outliers deviate than the surrounding context which is defined by a 

subset of the attributes, referred to as contextual attributes. Collective outliers are similar to 

context outliers except for that we don’t consider the individual point, but we consider the 

collection of points that has a common relationship. Examples of related collections of objects 

include subsequences for temporal data, local regions for spatial data, and connected 

subgraphs for graph data. 

Figure 6 gives examples of different types of anomalies [Chandola, 2009]. On the right, we can 

see point o1 as an obvious point outlier. On the left, we can see a contextual anomalous low 

temperature, even though the same temperature is frequent in the data, but because of 
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temporal context, which is the month of June, this low temperature is considered anomalous. 

On the bottom portion, we can see an anomalous subsequence of a signal. Despite that, the 

subsequence value is a group of zeros, and zeros are common in the whole series, but the 

collection of these zeros together is anomalous. 

 

Figure 6 Example of different anomaly types 

Sequence-based anomaly detection is an example of collective anomaly detection, where the 

temporal order is the relationship. In this project, we focus only on sequence-based anomaly 

detection for our collective anomaly detection. Sequence data is common in many applications 

such as network intrusion detection, bioinformatics, flight safety, health monitoring, and 

website navigational click sequences [Chandola, et al, 2011]. 

3.2.2 Difference  

Most of the work in sequence-based anomaly detection focuses on the batch problem. Few of 

them handle the problem of detecting anomalies online. Online anomaly detection is crucially 

important in many cases because it enables immediate action taking to reduce or prevent 

losses, as in the case of credit card, or health monitoring. The challenge for online collective 

anomaly detection is the high computational complexity since it is more sophisticated than 

point anomaly detection, which makes online detection unfeasible. 
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In our work, we target to handle this challenge, equipped with the new big data technologies 

and algorithms designed for this specific purpose. 

To be able to have a real-time response for anomaly detection we adopted the strategy of 

building a model using previously available historical data. We compare this model against 

incoming streams of data. The heavy job of building the model is done by off-line batch 

processing. The online comparison of incoming data is much easier as it involves a small subset 

of the data represented as a sliding window. This way we can achieve a near-real-time 

response.  

For model selection, we conducted a literature survey of the existing techniques for sequence 

based anomaly detection as listed in Table 2. We chose to use Markovian model because it is 

unsupervised so it doesn’t require the availability of known labels of training data. This makes it 

suitable for detecting new and unexpected kinds of outliers as it is not searching for certain 

signatures. It also can be applied locally on sliding windows of the input sequences and so can 

be applied online.  

Table 2 sequence anomaly detection techniques 

Technique Description Advantages(+) /  Disadvantages (-) 

Kernel 

Based 

Use a similarity kernel to build the similarity 

matrix. 

Use point anomaly detection techniques. 

+ A lot of point techniques available. 

-  Time complexity is O(n2) to build the 

matrix. 

Window 

Based 

Processes short windows of symbols. 

Additional step calculates the entire score. 

+ Can detect localized anomalies. 

-  Depends on window size. 

 

Markovian 
Use per-symbol probabilities to obtain anomaly 

score. 

+ Can detect localized anomalies. 

-  Sensitive to the length of the history. 

Hidden 

Markov 

Model 

Transform input sequences into sequences of 

hidden states. 

Use transformed sequences for anomaly 

detection. 

+- Depends on the validity of the 

assumption of hidden states. 

 

Figure 7 describes the general strategy for online anomaly detection using a statistical (Markov) 

model [Jha, et al, 2001].  We start by using historical dataset ideally contains only normal 

sequences, or at least the vast majority of it should be normal. We build our model by 

calculating some statistics of this data. In our case, these statistics are probabilities of a new 
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object given the knowledge of previous n objects. We assume here that the data follow a 

Markov chain and that the state of the system is defined by the most recent n-length 

subsequence. This means the system has a short-term memory, which is known as the 

Markovian property. If we choose n to be one, this will be a first-order Markov chain. First-

order Markov chains can be represented by the transition matrix which is a square stochastic 

matrix where element pij represents the probability that incoming element is ej given that 

current element is ei. 

Higher order Markov chains can be represented as matrices, but the size of the matrix will grow 

exponentially in size and probably will be sparse. More efficient representations can be used in 

these cases to include only states that occur in data and exclude non-existing ones. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 The general strategy for online anomaly detection 

Given our statistical model, the Markovian transition matrix, we can build an online classifier 

which receives the incoming input stream and produces as output labels as normal and 

anomalous, or it can output the numeric score of outlierness of the subsequence at hand. To do 

that we need to store a window containing the most recent incoming input. We used a fixed 

length sliding window which means after the window becomes full, every new element comes, 

kicks out the oldest element from the window. An outlierness metric is calculated based on the 

subsequence residents in the sliding window and updated whenever a new element arrives. 

The metric refers to the statistical model to calculate a score of outlierness based on the extent 

to which the subsequence matches the model.  
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There are many metrics for calculating outlierness using Markov model.  We chose The “miss-

probability metric” to implement. It adds all the probabilities of the transitions to a new state j 

that is not equal to the current state i. This translates to: 

𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠 − 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑖, 𝑗) = ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑗𝑖≠𝑗′                      (3) 

where pij is an element of the ith row and jth column of the transition matrix, which represents 

the probability of receiving item i given that the last item was item j. This can be calculated off-

line from the historical data by dividing the frequency of i followed by j and dividing it by the 

frequency of i: 

 𝑝𝑖𝑗 =
𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑖𝑗)

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑖)
𝜇 =

∑ 𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑤−1
𝑖=1 −𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑖,𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑖+1)

𝑤−1
                     (4) 

The outlierness score 𝜇 is measured, online, as the average of miss probability over the whole 

sliding window. Where w is the length of the sliding window.  A label can be generated online 

by comparing the outlierness score to a threshold t. So the label is ‘anomalous’ if the score is 

greater than or equal to t, and ‘normal’ otherwise. Alarms can be issued upon detection of 

anomalous observations. 

The challenges for this online approach are scalability and concept drift. Scalability challenge is 

about how does it perform if the number of incoming streams grows high that system cannot 

process all of them simultaneously and generate labels in real time, which means generate a 

label for a new arriving input item before the next input item arrives. Concept drift challenge 

means that model generated using training data expired and no longer matches the reality. This 

incurs an increase of false alarms and/or missing true anomalies.  

The approach we took to handle these challenges relies on new big data technologies. For 

scalability, we use the horizontally scalable MapReduce based distributed computing platform. 

We don’t involve into the concept drift problem for the scope of this project, but we propose a 

simple approach which is periodical off-line retraining of the model.  

3.2.3 Proposed Approach  

The proposed approach is a materialization of the general strategy explained above which is 

also capable of handling the scalability challenge by using new distributed MapReduce-based 

technologies.  

3.2.3.1 Technology selection 

Our framework has both a batch processing component for off-line training of the model and a 

streaming component for the online detection. The alternatives we considered for batch 

processing were Hadoop’s MapReduce and Spark [Zaharia et al. 2012]. Both are open source 

projects and provide scalable distributed processing based on MapReduce with high fault-
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tolerance. We selected Spark because it is much faster due to its capability to cache results of 

previous steps on memory instead of disk. 

Considering the streaming component, we evaluated both Storm [Marz 2014] and Spark 

Streaming. Table 3 contains a detailed comparison between them. We selected Spark 

Streaming because of the ability to smoothly integrate it with the batch component, which is 

also Spark. 

Table 3 Comparison between Apache Storm and Apache Spark Streaming 

 Storm Spark Streaming 

Processing model A record at a time Mini batches 

Latency Sub-second Few seconds 

Data Guarantee At-least-once Exactly once 

Integration with batch framework No Yes,  Spark 

Stateful computations No Yes 

4. RESULTS 

4.1 Association Rules Mining 

4.1.1 Methods 

We intended to leverage the recent advancements in parallel and distributed computing 

technology to stream data, create parallel Itemset trees and faster-distributed query 

processing. The idea is to have multiple nodes (hosts) each of which will be streaming data and 

building the tree in parallel. The query will be processed by multiple nodes in tandem and the 

result of all the nodes will then be combined in the central node. We used Apache Spark 

Framework using Scala language to implement our project. The next few sections will provide a 

brief overview of Spark framework and our architecture. 

4.1.1.1   Apache Spark 

Spark is a fast and general-purpose cluster computing system [Zaharia et al. 2010]. It provides 

an optimized engine that supports parallel execution graphs and in-memory computing 

primitives. The mechanism of Spark is explained following as well as in Figure 3. Spark 

applications run as independent sets of processes on a cluster, coordinated by the 

SparkContext object in the main program (called the driver program). 
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Specifically, to run on a cluster, the SparkContext can connect to several types of cluster 

managers (either Spark’s own standalone cluster manager, Mesos or YARN) ([Hindman et al. 

2012]; [Vavilapalli et al. 2013]), which allocate resources across applications. Once connected, 

Spark acquires executors on nodes in the cluster, which are processes that run computations 

and store data for the application. Next, it sends the application code (defined by JAR or Python 

files passed to SparkContext) to the executors. Finally, SparkContext sends tasks to the 

executors. The above mechanism of Spark 

 

Figure 8 How Spark works  

4.1.1.2   Architecture of Parallel Itemset Tres Using Spark 

Spark core and Spark Streaming together provides an efficient platform to build applications for 

high-speed data streaming and processing with fault tolerance. Our spark application would 

create Multiple Itemset Trees that will initially reside in the driver program. The executors 

would be streaming data continuously and update the trees with the streamed data. For every 

batch of data, the executor will get a tree from the driver, run the Tree Insertion Algorithm to 

insert the itemsets into the tree and then return the tree back to the driver program. All the 

executors available for the application will do this job. We have defined a parameter called 

“level of parallelism” which can be configured while running the application. The parallelism 

level will define the number of trees to be created and thereby, the number of partitions to 

which the incoming data stream has to be split into before processing. 

The original tree construction algorithm is used in the application as in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 Tree Construction Algorithm 

An example of the data flow between executors with parallelism level of 2 is illustrated in figure 

10. The query processing is done by sending the query and a tree to each of the executors such 

that each executor will apply the query to the tree that it is being provided with. The results of 

the query will be collected from each executor and the results will be combined with the driver 

program. When applying the query, the minimum support and minimum confidence values are 

not considered at executor level, but those constraints will be applied only at driver program 

while combining the results. The algorithm to combine the Association Rules query results is as 

follows: 

1) Include all the Rules from each sub-result. Each sub-result will include a set of rules and the 

support for antecedent and consequent in each rule. 

2) If same rule is being present in two or more sub-results, then add the corresponding support 

values for antecedent and consequent, and include the rules only once in the final result. 

Construct(s, T) 
 
Let R = [𝑠𝑅 , f(𝑠𝑅)] denote the root of T and let [𝑐𝑖 , f(𝑐𝑖)] be R’s children. 
 

if s = 𝑠𝑅  𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑓(𝑠𝑅) := f(𝑠𝑅) + 1 

else if s is an ancestor of 𝑠𝑅then 

a. create a new root [s, f(s) := f(𝑠𝑅) + 1]; 

b. make [𝑠𝑅 , f(𝑠𝑅)] the child of the new root. 

else if l is the common ancestor of s and 𝑠𝑅  (such that l ≠ s, l ≠𝑠𝑅) then 

a. create a new root, [l, f(l) := f(𝑠𝑅) + 1]; 

b. append to l two children: [s, f(s) :=l] and [𝑠𝑅 , f(𝑠𝑅)]. 

else 

a. set f(𝑠𝑅) := f(𝑠𝑅) + 1 

b. select an action from the following list: 

1) if 𝑠𝑅  is the only common ancestor of s with any child of R, or if the set of R’s children is empty, 

then create a new leaf [s, f(s) := 1], and make it a child of R. 

2) if 𝑐𝑖 = 𝑠, 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏 𝑓(𝑐𝑖) : = f(𝑐𝑖) + 1. 

3) if s is an ancestor of 𝑐𝑖 , then insert [s, f(s) := f(𝑐𝑖) + 1] between R and 𝑐𝑖 . 

4) if 𝑐𝑖  is an ancestor of s, then let T(𝑐𝑖) be the subtree rooted at [𝑐𝑖 , f(𝑐𝑖)]; 

                         call Construct(s, T(𝑐𝑖)). 

5) if l is the largest common ancestor of 𝑐𝑖  and s (such that l ≠ s, l ≠𝑐𝑖) and the itemset 

associated with R is an ancestor of l, then: 

i. disconnect [𝑐𝑖 , f(𝑐𝑖)] from R; 

ii. create a new node, [l, f(l) := f(𝑐𝑖) + 1] s a child of R; 

iii. append to l two children : [s, f(s) := l] and [𝑐𝑖 , f(𝑐𝑖)] 
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3) The final set of rules will then be filtered using minimum support and minimum confidence 

constraints. 

 

 

Figure 10 Data flow between executors with parallelism level of 2 

4.1.2 Tools, Prototypes, and Demos 

Current System is developed on the Spark framework (version 1.4.0). The current cluster 

consisted three Ubuntu 12.04 servers. Each server has 16 Gigabyte memory and 24 cores. The 

programs are written in Java 8.0 and Scala 2.11.  Eclipse is our main IDE for programming. 

4.1.3 Experimental Evaluations 

In order to fully examine our program, we use synthetic dataset for testing. 

4.1.3.1  Synthetic Data 

This dataset is just mainly for testing the performance of our programs. 

We test the program with ten million records. Each record consisted 1 to 10 random numbers 

whose size is between 0 and 99. Figure 11 shows the comparison between the performance 

between original sequential version and spark version with a different number of trees. We can 

see that as the tree number grows the time for execution decrease gradually. The gap between 

original and one-tree Spark version is the overhead of spark system execution like initialization 

and executor communications. 
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Figure 11 shows the comparison between the performance between original sequential version and 

spark version with a different number of trees. 

 

Figure 12 shows the memory usage variation as the number of trees change. 

 

Figure 12 depicts the memory usage variation as the number of trees change. We can see that 

as the memory usage has a very big gap between Spark version and original one, because of the 

difference between their processing strategies. As the tree number increases, the amount of 

memory raises slightly at the same time. 
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Table 4 Performance comparison between the sequential version and the Spark version 

 
Original 1 2 4 8 16 

Time(S) 70514 99434 82042 81301 74534 68905 

Memory(MB) 372 1026 1450 1504 1566 1604 

Even though the performance of the system enhances as expected with the number of trees, 

but when comparing with the original PFP version, the speed growth rate is not as good as 

original. Our current analysis pointed out that most of the execution time is spent on data 

transfer especially when in the merge process. How to decrease the number of node 

communications and reduce the cost of serialization is one of our future important topics. 

4.2 Collective Anomaly Detection 

4.2.1 Methods 

Figure 13 depicts the proposed approach. We can divide our approach into two stages, the 

training stage and the detection stage.  

 

Figure 13 online anomaly detection approach 
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4.2.1.1 Training Stage 

The training stage is a batch process which takes the available historical data as input and 

produces the Markov model as output. The Markov model is represented by the transitions 

probability matrix. The model is persisted into HDFS so it can be used in the detection step. 

Since in many cases, data naturally arrives and is stored as individual transactions which contain 

time attributes, we need to transform them as sequences. Data sequencer is the module which 

does this task by grouping transactions with a common key and sorting them temporally. For 

example, we can transform a database of credit card transactions into a group of sequences, 

each sequence represents on customer trace of transactions sorted chronically. 

The model builder takes the sequenced data as input and produces the transition matrix as 

output. It does one scan over the data and updates two arrays. The first array is a one-

dimensional array containing the frequencies of all elements, Frequency(i), initialized to zeros 

and incremented upon each occurrence of item i. The second array is a two squared 

dimensional array representing Frequency(ij), initialized to zeros and incremented upon each 

occurrence of item i followed by item j. At the end of the scan, each row of the matrix is divided 

by the corresponding element in the one-dimensional frequencies array so that each element 

will represent the probability p(ij). Training stage is easy to parallelize and implement on Spark. 

4.2.1.2 Detection Stage 

The detection stage is an online process taking the input of a stream of transactional data that 

has time stamps. The detection stage continuously receives this incoming stream and produces 

anomaly label or alarm whenever it detects anomalous subsequence. We can also save the 

anomalous records for a further investigation. We implemented a data feeder module to 

emulate a real data source. To handle real-time streams in efficient and scalable and fault 

tolerant way, we need a message broker. We selected Apache Kafka as a message broker to 

handle the message passing and queuing. Kafka adopts a publish/subscribe approach. Spark 

provides smooth integration with Kafka. 

Detector module is the most important component. It basically implements the online classifier 

described above. Similar to the training stage, we need to transform incoming streams of data 

into sequence representation. This is important when the data is related to a large number of 

subjects. For example, if the data represent credit card transactions, so the sequence we need 

to have is the sequence of transactions of the same customer.  

To construct sequences, we need to get the previous records. HBase, an open source column 

based NoSQL built on top of HDFS, enables fast querying of data resident on HDFS. Spark has 

native integration with HBase. We use HBase to hold new incoming records and to get it back 

when required as answers for the detector program queries. 
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Sequences retrieved from Hbase are scanned using sliding windows of a certain length w, and 

the outlierness score is calculated using the ‘Missing Probability’ metric defined above for every 

subsequence of length w. Spark adopts a micro-batching mechanism to simulate real time 

streaming.  

4.2.1.3 Discretization 

Markov model requires categorical data which can be mapped to states. If the data has 

continuous attributes, discretization is required to transform it into categorical attributes. We 

selected to use SAX (Symbolic Aggregate Approximation, see Figure 14) for this purpose. SAX is 

a recently developed discretization which could achieve results improvements for similar 

machine learning tasks [Lin, et al. 2003]. It tries to create equifrequent symbols and designed 

for streaming data. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 14 Symbolic Aggregate Approximation (SAX) 

4.2.2 Tools, Prototypes, and Demos 

A prototype of the aforementioned framework was implemented on a cluster of three Ubuntu 

nodes with 24 cores on each. Each node has Hadoop’s HDFS, Apache Spark, Apache Hbase, 

Apache Kafka, and Apache Zookeeper. Both Java and Scala languages were used to write scripts 

and programs. Eclipse with a plug-in for Scala was used as an IDE for developing, debugging, 

and testing the code. SBT (Scala Build Tool) was used to build and package the final JAR file 

which is submitted to Spark for running it on the cluster. The output, anomalous subsequences, 

is both displayed on console and saved to HDFS. R scripts were used to visualize the sequence 

data. We also used Rickshaw, a JavaScript toolkit, creating an interactive time-series graph tool 

to visualize the anomalous sequence. A screenshot of the visualization tool is presented in 

Figure 15. 
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Figure 15 Screenshot of the Rickshaw-based visualization tool 

4.2.3 Experimental Evaluations 

We applied our approach on both synthetic and real data sets. 

4.2.3.1 Synthetic Data 

A synthetic dataset was generated to simulate credit card data. Credit card fraud is an 

interesting application for anomaly detection with the goal to detect fraudulent transactions 

based on normal behavior patterns presented in the sequence of historical transactions for this 

specific customer and the peers. Online credit card fraud detection is crucial to prevent such 

transactions in real-time, otherwise, the late detection will be much less in value. 

In this application, we set window size, w, as five and proposed 8 features to represent credit 

card transactions: 

 Total transaction amount (Low, Medium, High) 

 Highest Item’s Price (Low, Normal, High) 

 Time since the last transaction (Long, Medium, Short) 

 Distance of customer’s address (Close, Faraway, Very faraway) 

 Hours of the day (A(0-6), B(6-12), C(12-18), D(18-24)) 

 Day of the week (A(Mon-Thu), B(Fri-Sun)) 

 Age (A(0-12), B(12-21), C(21-39), D(40-65), E(65+)) 

 Electronic transaction (True, False) 

A sample anomalous sequence detected is as below, with five transactions as the window size 

defined; in each transaction, there are eight discretized features as explained above. The 

highlighted transaction in boldness means a high total amount purchase transaction with high 

price items, short time since the last transaction, and the transaction was issued very far away 
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from the customer’s home address, the transaction happened in the morning hours on a 

weekend day as an electronic transaction (online purchase) and the person made this purchase 

is a young kid. Anyone has some knowledge of credit card usage will think this transaction 

sounds suspicious. 

1. (M, H, L, V, B, B, C, F)  

2. (L, N, L, V, C, B, A, T) 

3. (H, H, S, V, A, B, A, T) 

4. (L, H, N, V, C, B, B, T) 

5. (H, H, S, V, D, A, B, T) 

4.2.3.2 Electricity Load Diagram 

We applied our method to a real dataset available on UCI repository for machine learning 

(http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/ ). Data represents the electric power consumption of 370 

points/clients. The values are measured in kilowatts every 15 minutes. Each point has 140256 

readings. Figure 16 shows the raw data of one point in the interval from 2011 to 2015. Figure 

17 shows samples of the program’s output anomalous subsequences, in red color, plotted 

along with the whole sequence, black color, of three points. The effect of Sax discretization is 

also obvious in the figure as flattened regions. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 16 Electricity Load Diagram 

 

http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
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Figure 17 Sample of found anomalous subsequences 

 

4.3 Anomaly Detection + Association Rules Mining 

In this project, we proposed to use association mining to create association rules that can be 

generated using anomalous sequences. These rules are implications containing anomalous data 

and can be used to explain the anomalous sequences which created them. In addition, they can 

theoretically predict the anomaly itself by creating if A occurs, then B occurs too implications.  

4.3.1 Methods 

Our anomaly detection framework consists of two stages: training stage and detection stage. 

We start from historical data to build a sequence model using batch processing of Spark and 

then the model is applied in detection stage. We use a sliding window approach to process data 

stream and compare with the sequence to determine a sequence is anomalous or not. The 

historical data will be updated at the same time.  

The anomalous sequences produced are then filtered for user interest and then used as input 

for the association mining portion. These sequences are used to query the itemset tree to mine 

frequent itemsets whose support > minSup. In step 2, the frequent itemsets are then used to 

generate rules based upon the anomalies discovered.  
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Figure 18: Integrated framework for association mining and anomaly detection 

The framework of integration anomaly detection and association rules mining for the data 

stream is shown in Figure 18. The data flow of such integrated analysis is illustrated in Figure 

19. The rules generated implications are then used to explain the anomalous sequences. We 

then verify these rules with a domain expert. 

 

Figure 19 Data flow for Anomaly Detection + Association Rules Mining 
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4.3.2 Tools, Prototypes, and Demos 

The integration of online mining of collective anomaly detection and association rules mining 

was implemented on top of the said frameworks in the Spark cluster described in section 4.1.2 

and 4.2.2. The programs were written in Java 8.0 and Scala 2.11 using Eclipse as the main IDE 

for programming. 

4.3.3 Experimental Evaluations 

Usually, the collective anomalies are difficult to interpret without appropriate context because 

each individual data point might look normal. For example, government spending may draw a 

lot of attention and each expenditure is supposed to undergo close examine by regulators and 

auditors; however, fraudulent activities are still part of the story of government spending. To 

detect anomalies, frauds, in this case, are very challenging from government spending data. The 

challenge is how we define the normality, given very limited domain knowledge the research 

team has. Our proposed solution to this challenge is to generate sequences for contracts data 

based on when they are awarded or modified for both contracting entities and vendors, and 

then our sequence-based collective anomaly detection method can detect some anomalous 

sequences; if those anomalous sequences are difficult to interpret, we will leverage anomalous 

association rules to understand them.  

The dataset is publicly accessible from www.usaspending.gov . It contains data about the 

United States federal contracts, grants, and loans. The data covers interval from 2008 till now 

(2016). The data has more than 200 attributes. 

We chose to focus on contracts of one agency, the department of defense (DOD), and only one 

bureau, the department of the army. We downloaded data between 2010 and 2016. We 

generated two sequence datasets from the transactional data: one for investigation of 

contracting offices and another for vendors. 

The first dataset had the sequence key as a combination of ‘ContractingOfficeId’, 

‘ContractActionType’, and ‘ProductOrServiceCode’. This dataset has the perspective of 

comparing different contracting offices inside DOD considering the temporal sequence of 

contracts. Due to the large impact of contract type and the product on prices, we decided to 

add them to the sequence key. The attributes for the sequence items, which make different 

Markov states, are ‘SolicitationProcedures’, ‘NumberOfOffersReceived’, and 

‘SUM(DollarsObligated)’. 

Second data set had the sequence key as ‘DUNSNumber’. This dataset has the perspective of 

comparing different vendors dealing with DOD considering the temporal sequence of contracts. 

The attributes for the sequence items, which make different Markov states, are the same; 

‘SolicitationProcedures’, ‘NumberOfOffersReceived’, and ‘SUM(DollarsObligated)’. 

http://www.usaspending.gov/
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Common sense is that you cannot compare oranges to apples; contracts for purchasing office 

supply won’t be relevant to those for building a flood control levee. Contacts are comparable 

only for the same or similar type; this will define an appropriate context for the investigation. 

For a context-based approach, we decided to partition the both datasets by the contract type 

which leads to eight different partitions for each. The eight different contact action types in our 

datasets are: 

 BPA_CALL 

 BPA_Call_Blanket_Purchase_Agreement 

 DCA_Definitive_Contract 

 Deffinitive_Contract 

 Delivery_Order 

 DO_Delivery_Order 

 PO_Purchase_Order 

 Purchase_Order 

The reason for choosing ‘SolicitationProcedures’, ‘NumberOfOffersReceived’ as behavior 

attributes came from the assumption that offers received by contracting office should align 

with the solicitation type and any discrepancy may mean anomalous behavior (especially for 

the large amount contract). The types of solicitation procedures for this dataset are listed in 

table 5. From table 5 you can see some of the solicitation explicitly define how many offers the 

contracting office is supposed to receive. For example, under the type of “SSS”, only one offer is 

expected; while multiple offers are expected under solicitation type “MAFO”. Those awarded 

contract under “MAFO” solicitation but only received one offer look suspicious because the 

awardee didn’t face any competition which is required by such type of solicitation. The 

question marker will become even bigger if the contract is a large amount one. 

Table 5 Different solicitation procedures 

Code Explanation 

NP  NEGOTIATED PROPOSAL/QUOTE 

AE  ARCHITECT-ENGINEER FAR 6.102                 

MAFO  SUBJECT TO MULTIPLE AWARD FAIR OPPORTUNITY 

SP1  SIMPLIFIED ACQUISITION                       

SSS  ONLY ONE SOURCE                             

SB  SEALED BID                                    

BR  BASIC RESEARCH                                

AS  ALTERNATIVE SOURCES                          

TS  TWO STEP 
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‘SUM(DollarsObligated)’ attribute has been discretized into five levels using SAX (see table 6). 

The categories of ‘NumberOfOffersReceived’ attribute was discretized into five level as well: 1, 

2, 3, 4, and 5 and more. Both of the datasets contained about 1.5 million of transactions. The 

outlierness score threshold was set to 0.8 (the theoretic highest value is 1.0) and all anomalous 

sequences having higher score were reported. Partial of a sample transition matrix can be seen 

in Figure 20. 

Table 6 Contract total amount discretization 

  Amount Range 

Category Vendors Dataset Contracting Office Dataset 

I [-∞,       $55) [-∞,       $69) 

II [$55,    $1,506) [$69,       $1,734) 

III [$1,506,       $26,015) [$1,734,       $27,842 ) 

IV [$26,015,    $710,808) [$27,842,       $698,906 ) 

V [$710,808,       ∞) (Max: $8.15 Billion) [$698,906,     ∞]  (max: $8,547,900,116) 

 

Figure 20: Sample transition matrix (partial) 

Sample anomalous sequences are presented in Figure 21. Each transaction has three attributes 

presented as explained above and the value of each attribute is categorical or discretized. For 

example, a transaction of “NP-3-3” represents a contract awarded under an NP (Negotiated 

Proposal/Quote) solicitation, with 3 offers received and has the total amount of category III 

($1,374 - $27,842). Due to the difficulty of interpreting these sequences manually, we used the 

top anomalous sequences as input for the association rules mining trying to find interesting 

suspicious associations.  
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Figure 21 Sample anomalous sequences 

The target association mining uses the detected anomalous sequences as the queries gave us 

some interesting findings. For interesting association rules in this context, we paid special 

attention to those have high confidence as well as significant support. Continuing our principle 

idea about solicitation procedures versus offers received, we started to look at closely those 

rules have a component of only one offer received. Some sample anomalous association rules 

in this scenario are shown in Figure 22 (vendors) and 23 (contracting offices). The contract 

types of these presented sample rules were randomly selected out of the eight in total. Let’s 

look at the last rule in Figure 22. It says if the solicitation procedure is SP1 – Simplified 

Acquisition and the total amount falls in the largest category (larger than $710,808), there are 

about 62.44% of chance that this awarded contract only received one offer. It is definitely 

interesting association pattern worth further investigation. 

 

Figure 22 Sample anomalous association rules– One offer received– Vendors 
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Figure 23 Sample anomalous association rules– One offer received– Contracting Offices 

Based on our observations, we found a lot of interesting association rules are involved in large 

amount contract. So we decided to take a look at another scenario on what happened on those 

large amount contracts. Some sample anomalous association rules for both contracting offices 

and vendors in this scenario are presented in Figure 24 (contracting offices) and 25 (vendors). 

 

Figure 24 Sample anomalous association rules– Large Contract– Contracting Offices 
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Figure 25 Sample anomalous association rules– Large Contract– Vendors 

Again, the contract types presented in Figure 24 and 25 were randomly selected without any 

preference. Let’s look at the top three rules in Figure 24 together: they are saying for those 

large amount contracts, if only one offer received, most likely it was an SSS solicitation (one 

offers required), if the total number of offers received are 2 or 3, most likely they are for 

solicitation type NP (negotiated proposal/quote). We discussed such results with domain 

experts and very positive feedback we got and further investigation is necessary. 

5. FUNCTIONALITY OF INNOVATIONS 

This project has three innovations. 

 Distributed association mining  

 Online sequence-based anomaly detection 

 Integration of association mining and anomaly detection 

5.1 Distributed Association Rules Mining 

Itemset tree is by design a great tool for dynamic mining due to its incremental nature, and for 

targeted mining, as we can query it to exclusively retrieve certain interesting rules. The 

innovation of this project is parallelization of Itemset trees considering both the construction 

and the querying processes. This parallelization makes Itemset tree a good candidate for big 

data association mining tasks. 

file:///D:/Research/CVDI_CS-15-5/Project_Management/Project_Report/Andy/Period%20Report%20Ch5.docx%23__RefHeading___Toc424291804
file:///D:/Research/CVDI_CS-15-5/Project_Management/Project_Report/Andy/Period%20Report%20Ch5.docx%23__RefHeading___Toc424291805
file:///D:/Research/CVDI_CS-15-5/Project_Management/Project_Report/Andy/Period%20Report%20Ch5.docx%23__RefHeading___Toc424291806
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5.2 Online Sequence-based Anomaly Detection 

The innovation lies in the integration between different pieces of new big data technologies to 

build the proposed multilayer framework, and the online Markovian classifier in the heart of it 

to give online sequence based labeling of incoming streams in real time. The framework is 

scalable so it can efficiently handle multiple streams simultaneously without deterioration or a 

considerable increase of latency. 

5.3 Association Rule Mining + Collective Anomaly Detection 

By combining the association mining and anomaly detection, we were able to create 

association rules that can be generated using anomalous sequences. These rules are 

implications containing anomalous data and can be used to explain the anomalous sequences 

each. The contract 

In addition, they can theoretically predict the anomaly itself by creating if A occurs, then B 

occurs too implications. Combining the parallelization of the itemset tree and our anomaly 

detection allows for fast generation of anomalous sequences and rule generation. This allows 

knowledge gained to be able to be implemented before they become obsolete.  

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Association Rules Mining 

We proposed and implemented a distributed parallel version of the Itemset tree. The new 

parallel Itemset tree exceeds the sequential one in terms of running time for both the 

construction and the querying. No sacrifice of the accuracy of results is introduced by this 

parallelization. The implementation adopts MapReducetechnology. The resulting Itemset tree is 

more scalable and suitable for bigger datasets. The current implementation still has some 

sequential parts which can be rewritten as MapReduce tasks to take full advantage of the Spark 

platform. 

6.2 Collective Anomaly Detection 

We proposed and implemented a framework for the online detection of anomalies in data 
streams. The type of anomalies we sought was the collective, sequence based anomalies. The 
strategy we followed is to build a probabilistic model of the data based on available history, 
then use an online classifier to compare and label subsequences against the model. The 
framework makes good use of new big data technologies to fulfill these needs and yield real-
time detection of outliers. The approach is scalable so it can handle increasing amounts of 
different data streams. To overcome the problem of concept drift and model expiration, we 
proposed regular rebuild of the model which can be done efficiently using the distributed 
computation platform we used. Further investigation on the concept drift problem is 
recommended. 
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7. IMPACT AND USE/BENEFITS  

Online mining of associations and collective anomaly detection is practically so important 

because it enables decision makers to take actions to prevent losses or take advantage and 

make profits on the right time before the value of information deprecates. This project provides 

designs and implementations of online mining framework that is designed specifically for big 

data. It is designed to be general and can be applied in various application domains with 

minimal customizations. 

This system can be beneficial in several applications such as in intrusion detection, 

epidemiology, click analysis, law enforcement, anti-terrorism, marketing (emerging markets, 

cross-selling, and advertisement optimization), etc. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A  Install /Distributed Association Mining/Online Anomaly 

Detection System 

 
For the installation instructions, we will list down software we used and their version.  
 

Appendix A.1 Install Distributed Association Mining System 

 
Software: 

 sbt: 2.11 

 Spark: 1.4.1 

 Java: 1.8.0_91 

 Eclipse: Luna 
 
Installation Instructions: 
Please follow this tutorials to install required software on master and slave nodes: 
http://www.nodalpoint.com/development-and-deployment-of-spark-applications-with-scala-
eclipse-and-sbt-part-1-installation-configuration/ 
 
This tutorials will help you finish the installations of Java, sbt and Spark.  
Please modify necessary configuration files as you need in the spark folder such as conf/slaves 
to register your slave nodes.  
 
After that, please go to Eclipse website to download the compressed Eclipse IDE and 
decompress it at the master node for future source code modifications.  
 

Appendix A.2 Install Online Anomaly Detection System 

 
Software: 

 sbt: 2.11 

http://www.nodalpoint.com/development-and-deployment-of-spark-applications-with-scala-eclipse-and-sbt-part-1-installation-configuration/
http://www.nodalpoint.com/development-and-deployment-of-spark-applications-with-scala-eclipse-and-sbt-part-1-installation-configuration/
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 Spark: 1.4.1 

 Java: 1.8.0_91 

 Eclipse: Luna 
 hadoop: 2.4 

 zookeeper: 3.4.6 

 kafka: 2.10 

 hbase: 1.1.2 
 

Installation Instructions: 

Spark, Java and sbt Installation Tutorial: 

http://www.nodalpoint.com/development-and-deployment-of-spark-applications-with-
scala-eclipse-and-sbt-part-1-installation-configuration/ 
Hadoop installation Tutorial: 
http://www.bogotobogo.com/Hadoop/BigData_hadoop_Install_on_ubuntu_single_node_clu
ster.php 
Zookeeper installation Tutorial: 
https://zookeeper.apache.org/doc/r3.3.3/zookeeperStarted.html 

      Kafka Installation Tutorial: 
https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/how-to-install-apache-kafka-on-ubuntu-
14-04 

      Hbase Installation Tutorial: 
http://archive.cloudera.com/cdh/3/hbase-0.90.1-cdh3u0/quickstart.html 
 
After installation, please download package “SparkInstallPackageV2.tar.gz” and go to the 

“config” folder. Inside there are four folders corresponding to the installed software, which 
contains necessary setting files. Please modify the settings of each configuration file and 
replaced the same files inside installed software folder so that the distributed system can run 
on your local machines.   

 
 

Appendix B. Initialize /Distributed Association Mining/Online Anomaly 

Detection System 

 
Before running the application, you have to start the whole environment. Here is the 
initialization order: 
 
1. Start Spark (Association Mining only needs this step) 
2. Start dfs 
3. Start Yarn 
4. Start Zookeeper 
5. Start hbase 
6. Start Kafka 

http://www.nodalpoint.com/development-and-deployment-of-spark-applications-with-scala-eclipse-and-sbt-part-1-installation-configuration/
http://www.nodalpoint.com/development-and-deployment-of-spark-applications-with-scala-eclipse-and-sbt-part-1-installation-configuration/
http://www.bogotobogo.com/Hadoop/BigData_hadoop_Install_on_ubuntu_single_node_cluster.php
http://www.bogotobogo.com/Hadoop/BigData_hadoop_Install_on_ubuntu_single_node_cluster.php
https://zookeeper.apache.org/doc/r3.3.3/zookeeperStarted.html
https://zookeeper.apache.org/doc/r3.3.3/zookeeperStarted.html
https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/how-to-install-apache-kafka-on-ubuntu-14-04
https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/how-to-install-apache-kafka-on-ubuntu-14-04
http://archive.cloudera.com/cdh/3/hbase-0.90.1-cdh3u0/quickstart.html
http://archive.cloudera.com/cdh/3/hbase-0.90.1-cdh3u0/quickstart.html
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7. Open kafka Listener 
8. Run app 
 
The complete commands, please reference marseilleCmd.txt located at 
SparkInstallPackageV2.tar.gz 
 
After you initialize the system successfully you can type jps command to check whether you run 
successfully or not. 
 
 
here is the correct example (Every time you initialize the system, the process numbers( the 
number in the front) will change ) 

11776 ConsoleConsumer 
15746 SparkSubmit 
10885 Kafka 
7719 NameNode 
9575 HRegionServer 
14985 Worker 
8393 NodeManager 
9395 HMaster 
8246 ResourceManager 
11575 ConsoleConsumer 
8888 QuorumPeerMain 
16282 SparkSubmit 
14749 Master 
7869 DataNode 
17438 Jps 
8062 SecondaryNameNode 
11358 ConsoleConsumer 

 
 
 

Appendix C. Run /Distributed Association Mining/Online Anomaly Detection 

System 

 

Appendix C.1 Run Distributed Association Mining 
 
1. Start Spark System 
2. Load “parallel-itemsettree” project into eclipse or you can directly use the jar file we have 
already created 
3. Prepare Input data 

Our input data format: 
  Our system regard each line as a itemset and use whitespace to separate each 
elements. 
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  Example: 
   1 2 3 
   1 2 
 
 
System will turn upper records into {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2}. 
If you want to have a more complete one, please go to the “DistributedItemsetTree” folder 
which contains a complete input file example.  
 
4. Enter “sbt assembly” at project folder, if you made any change to the source code 
 
5. Submit the project through following command 
 
spark-submit –class com.cvdi.app.Runner [application jar file location] [input file location] 
[confidence(percentage, double, optional, default = 0)] [support(integer, optional, default = 0)] 
[partitions(Integer, optional, default = 2)] 
 
6.Result  
Example: 
[20] ===> [2,11]  #SUP: 42  #CONF:1.3666580979373224E-4 
[20] ===> [3]  #SUP: 59208  #CONF:0.1926597444349357 
[20] ===> [12]  #SUP: 163568  #CONF:0.532241742293838 
[20] ===> [2,13]  #SUP: 18198  #CONF:0.059215343014912845 
[20] ===> [14]  #SUP: 42007  #CONF:0.13668858742869786 
[20] ===> [13]  #SUP: 47645  #CONF:0.1550343454195803 
[20] ===> [3,12]  #SUP: 59021  #CONF:0.19205125618656835 
[20] ===> [3,14]  #SUP: 87  #CONF:2.8309346314415963E-4 
[20] ===> [2,15]  #SUP: 4760  #CONF:0.015488791776622988 
[20] ===> [15]  #SUP: 15750  #CONF:0.05124967867264959 
[20] ===> [2,12]  #SUP: 28938  #CONF:0.09416274294788152 
[20] ===> [0]  #SUP: 170130  #CONF:0.5535941481001826 
[20] ===> [0,14]  #SUP: 28626  #CONF:0.09314751121798522 
 

Appendix C.2 Run Distributed Association Mining 
1. Start the whole System 
2. Set Program Properties (spark-anomaly-detection-
markov/src/main/resources/configuration.properties) 
model.path=/data/streaming_analysis_cvdi/markovmodel.txt 
transaction.file=/data/streaming_analysis_cvdi/training_transaction 
sequence.file=/data/streaming_analysis_cvdi/training_sequence 
anomlayhistory.file=/data/streaming_analysis_cvdi/anomaly_records.txt 
anomlayhistory.localfile=/home/cxk9886/Desktop/Spark/analyzed_data/DOD/anomaly_records_DOD.txt 
metric.threshold=0.8 
hadoop.coresitexml=/home/cxk9886/hadoop-2.4.0/etc/hadoop/core-site.xml 
hadoop.hdfssitexml=/home/cxk9886/hadoop-2.4.0/etc/hadoop/hdfs-site.xml 
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feeddata.file=/home/cxk9886/Desktop/Spark/data/DOD2100-3.csv 
trainingdata.file=/home/cxk9886/Desktop/Spark/data/DOD2100-2.csv 
sequence.localfile=/home/cxk9886/Desktop/Spark/history_data/DOD/ 
 
These are the properties you probably need to modify. 
 
Model.path: Address to store markov Model (Expect hdfs addr) 
transaction.file: Address to store temp data (Expect hdfs addr) 
sequence.file: Address to store sequence data (Expect hdfs addr) 
anomlayhistory.localfile: Address to store anomaly record (Expect local addr) 
metric.threshold: default threshold number 
hadoop.coresitexml, hadoop.hdfssitexml: location of these two configuration files 
feeddata.file:feed data address(local addr) 
trainingdata:train data address(local addr) 
sequence.localfile:Address to store sequence data (Expect local addr) 
 
2. Prepare the input data 
Please use data preprocessor to translate the raw data (downloaded from USASpending.com) 
first. 
 
After translated, the format will be: 
"dunsnumber","unique_transaction_id","dollarsobligatedSAX" 
"123456787","4aab0f73-35ae-c336-0654-17ee45a9d2a0",3 
"123456787","cc9764ad-28ba-a62c-d315-97deaf8d91d9",3 
"123456787","fc66e43f-a9e4-8d10-a8e6-3e1770375948",5 
"006213482","3a18034b-1d3e-c62d-0c18-9849a54acf03",4 
"006213482","bd34445e-5e11-bf91-4adb-429325823813",1 
  
 
3. Start training process by following command 
spark-submit --class com.cvdi.trainer.TrainerApp --master [local || spark:// server addr] 
[application jar file addr] [train file addr] 
 
4. Start main program for data streaming  
 
spark-submit --class com.cvdi.detector.MarkovPredictor --master [local || spark:// server addr] 
[application jar file addr]  [threshold(Used to filter the normal patterns, double,default = 0)] 
 
5. Feed Data 
spark-submit --class com.cvdi.feed.DataFeeder --master [local || spark:// server addr] 
[application jar file addr]  [feed file addr] 
 
6. Result 
Example: 
"126512297",0.8194881703572345,3,3,1,4,3,4,3,4,3,1,4,4,3,1,3 
"126512297",0.8335828577442964,3,1,4,3,4,3,4,3,1,4,4,3,1,3,1 
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"126512297",0.8120889506044441,1,4,3,4,3,4,3,1,4,4,3,1,3,1,1 
"126512297",0.8001544137517556,4,3,1,3,1,1,1,1,1,4,3,4,1,3,3 
"126512297",0.8042271131717472,1,4,4,3,3,3,1,3,1,1,3,4,3,3,1 
"126512297",0.8042271131717473,4,4,3,3,3,1,3,1,1,3,4,3,3,1,4 
"126512297",0.8364467603971882,4,3,3,3,1,3,1,1,3,4,3,3,1,4,1 
"126512297",0.8389996954688292,3,3,3,1,3,1,1,3,4,3,3,1,4,1,3 
"126512297",0.8290353194039833,3,3,1,3,1,1,3,4,3,3,1,4,1,3,4 
"126512297",0.8431301563533034,3,1,3,1,1,3,4,3,3,1,4,1,3,4,3 
"126512297",0.8290354689662415,1,3,1,1,3,4,3,3,1,4,1,3,4,3,3 
"126512297",0.8123876969452805,3,1,1,3,4,3,3,1,4,1,3,4,3,3,3 
"126512297",0.805692229311009,1,3,4,3,3,1,4,1,3,4,3,3,3,3,3 
"126512297",0.8137488156414817,3,3,3,1,1,3,3,3,3,1,2,3,4,3,1 
"126512297",0.8063495958886913,3,3,1,1,3,3,3,3,1,2,3,4,3,1,1 


